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Mission Produce
launches avocado
podcast
The monthly podcast will feature special
guests, industry experts, foodies and
health and wellness professionals
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streaming
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services.
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launched last year, broadcasting every

of business development, the podcast will

his avocado knowledge. The podcast will

week on all of the major podcasting

also
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wellness experts, and be published on a
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Fruitbox now attracts a big audience

monthly basis.
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“We are a company of firsts – and
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to

business that tunes in every week to hear
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Produced by Fruitnet Media International,
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everyone in the fresh produce industry.

“As avocado consumption continues to

“Our podcast will take from our almost

All previous episodes of Fruitbox can be
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content
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to
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and

show
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heard.”
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Magazine and its team of editors? Don't
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To learn about sponsorship and
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advertising opportunities,

everyone in the fresh produce industry.
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miss out on even more in-depth analysis,
plus all the latest news from the fresh
produce business. Subscribe now to
Asiafruit Magazine.
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